Objective: To evaluate the learning curve of cytoreductive surgery (CRS) and hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HIPEC) in treating peritoneal surface malignancies (PSM). Summary and Background: CRS and HIPEC to treat PSM is a complex procedure with a significant morbidity. A long-lasting training program is required to acquire expertise in this type of operation. Methods: We performed CRS using peritonectomy procedures. HIPEC through the closed abdomen technique employed cisplatin and mitomycin-C or cisplatin and doxorubicin. Risk-adjusted sequential probability ratio test was used to assess the learning curve on a series of 420 cases of PSM on the basis of rates of incomplete cytoreduction and G3-5 morbidity (NCI-CTCAE v3). We determined control limits setting the type I/II error rates and unacceptable odds ratios (ORs) for the outcomes being studied. We performed the risk adjustment using logistic regression model. Results: Rates of incomplete cytoreduction, G3-5 morbidity, and postoperative mortality rates were 10.2%, 28.5%, and 2.1%, respectively. The riskadjusted sequential probability ratio test curve crossed the lower control limit at the 137th and 149th case, respectively, for incomplete cytoreduction and G3-5 morbidity. At those points, the actual ORs are lower than the prespecified ORs for outcomes being studied. Therefore, we estimated that approximately 140 cases are necessary to ensure surgical proficiency in CRS and HIPEC. Conclusions: CRS and HIPEC to treat PSM has a steep learning curve requiring 140 procedures to acquire expertise. (Ann Surg 2012;255:348-356) I n the past, peritoneal surface malignancies (PSM) were considered a terminal disease, amenable only to palliation. However, recent reports describe curative treatment options for selected patients with PSM. Over the past 2 decades, a novel therapeutic approach to this clinical entity has emerged that combines cytoreductive surgery (CRS) with hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HIPEC). Theoretically, CRS is performed to treat macroscopic disease, and HIPEC is used to treat microscopic residual disease (RD). The combined treatment has been suggested as the standard of care for pseudomyxoma peritonei (PMP) and peritoneal mesothelioma (PM).
I
n the past, peritoneal surface malignancies (PSM) were considered a terminal disease, amenable only to palliation. However, recent reports describe curative treatment options for selected patients with PSM. Over the past 2 decades, a novel therapeutic approach to this clinical entity has emerged that combines cytoreductive surgery (CRS) with hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HIPEC). Theoretically, CRS is performed to treat macroscopic disease, and HIPEC is used to treat microscopic residual disease (RD). The combined treatment has been suggested as the standard of care for pseudomyxoma peritonei (PMP) and peritoneal mesothelioma (PM). [1] [2] [3] [4] Promising results have been reported in a subset of peritoneal carcinomatosis from colorectal cancers, gastric cancers, and advanced epithelial ovarian cancers. [5] [6] [7] [8] The achievement of proficiency in the performance of surgical procedures requires a proper, long-lasting, and well-structured training program not only of the surgical staff but also of the multi- disciplinary team that cares for the perioperative aspects of the patient. The combined procedure is technically demanding and carries a significant morbidity, even in referral centers. 9, 10 Few studies addressing the learning curve of CRS and HIPEC have been conducted thus far. [11] [12] [13] [14] Sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) is a method originally conceived for quality control of military supplies during World War II. The SPRT represents one of the statistical process control tests that has been largely employed in medicine to monitor the safety of medical interventions. 15 It offers an advantage over other statistical process control methods by allowing formal hypothesis testing. This method incorporates selection of type I and II error rates and a threshold of an unacceptable odds ratio (OR) for an outcome. The SPRT is then able to determine whether the hypothesis has been accepted or rejected, or whether further information is required to determine the answer. Moreover, by providing a graphic summary of changes in performance with time, SPRT can alert a surgeon to suboptimal performance. SPRT is also well suited to monitoring surgical learning curves. 16 The aim of this study was to evaluate the learning curve of a single surgeon undertaking CRS and HIPEC by analyzing, in a multidimensional perspective, the changes in surgical outcomes according to case sequence in a series of patients affected by PSM. Particular emphasis was given to the adjustment of potential confounders that may affect surgical outcomes, and the risk-adjusted (RA) SPRT model was used to assess the extent of surgical experience required to overcome the learning curve.
PATIENTS AND METHODS
All patients were treated under an institutionally approved protocol and provided written informed consent. The eligibility requirements for treatment were as follows: histologically confirmed diagnosis of PSM judged resectable on the basis of clinical and radiological data; age younger than 75 years; no distant metastasis; adequate renal, hematopoietic, and liver functions; and performance status (Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group = 0, 1, or 2).
We obtained data from the prospectively collected institutional database on PSM program of the National Cancer Institute of Milan. In total, 414 cases of PSM treated by 420 CRS and HIPEC procedures represented the study group. Six cases underwent the procedure twice for disease recurrence. The study period lasted from August 1995 to January 2011.
CRS and HIPEC
The technique of CRS has been described elsewhere. 17, 18 Briefly, the surgical procedure was conducted with 1 or more of the following steps, depending on disease extension: (1) greater omentectomy, right parietal peritonectomy ± right colon resection; (2) pelvic peritonectomy ± sigmoid colon resection ± hystero-adnexectomy; (3) lesser omentectomy and dissection of the duodenal-hepatic ligament ± antrectomy ± cholecystectomy; (4) right upper quadrant peritonectomy ± Glisson capsule resection; (5) left upper quadrant peritonectomy ± splenectomy; and (6) other intestinal resection and abdominal mass resection.
Peritoneal carcinomatosis was quantified according to the Peritoneal Cancer Index (PCI). The mean PCI was 19 (range: 0-39). We classified RD after surgery as follows: cc-0, no RD; cc-1, RD of 0 to 2.5 mm; cc-2, RD of 2.5 mm to 2.5 cm; and cc-3, RD of more than 2.5 cm. 19 We defined incomplete cytoreduction as RD of more than 2.5 mm (cc-2/3).
We performed the HIPEC with closed-abdomen technique using an extracorporeal device, which maintained the intra-abdominal temperature at 42 to 43
• 
Study Parameters
Adverse events [morbidity, anastomotic leak, systemic toxicity, and procedure-related mortality (PRM)] were graded according to the NCI CTCAE v3 criteria. 23 When more than 2 complications occurred during the same period in 1 patient, we considered the complication deemed as more serious for analysis. Anastomotic leak was defined according to the criteria established elsewhere. 24 The PRM was defined as death occurring during the in-hospital stay after CRS and HIPEC. 25 We defined G3-5 morbidity as the combination of (1) surgical or medical G3-5 morbidity; (2) PRM, and (3) G3-5 systemic toxicity. To assess surgical outcomes according to case sequence, they were divided into 7 subgroups of 50 for cases 1 to 350, whereas cases 351 to 420 were designated as another subgroup.
We assessed risk factors for incomplete cytoreduction among the following clinicopathological parameters: age, sex, ECOG performance status, Charlson Comorbidity Index (combined condition and age-related score), 26 previous systemic chemotherapy, previous surgical score (PSS), tumor histotype, PCI, bowel anastomosis, number of peritonectomy procedures, operating time, and subgroups of case sequence. Risk factors for G3-5 morbidity were searched among the following: age, sex, ECOG performance status, body mass index (BMI), preoperative serum albumin, Charlson Comorbidity Index, previous systemic chemotherapy, PSS, tumor histotype, PCI, bowel anastomosis, number of peritonectomy procedures, operating time, completeness of cytoreduction, HIPEC drug schedule, CDDP dose for HIPEC, and subgroups of case sequence.
Statistical Analysis
We compared each subgroup of case sequence with respect to the surgical outcomes. One-way analysis of variance and χ 2 test were used for analyzing changes of continuous and discrete variables, respectively, according to subgroups of case sequence.
The RA-SPRT plot was used to chart changes in the rates of G3-5 morbidity and rates of suboptimal cytoreduction (cc-2/3) across the case sequence. To elaborate the SPRT analysis, 4 parameters were defined: estimated probabilities of G3-5 morbidity and of cc-2/3 for each case, a prespecified OR for G3-5 morbidity and suboptimal cytoreduction, type I and II error rates. Probability of both type I and type II errors was set at 0.05. From these, 2 control limits [lower boundary of control limit (h 0 ) and upper boundary of control limit (h 1 )] and the cumulative sum of log likelihood ratio with risk adjustment were calculated according to equations outlined in Table 1 . 16 The risk predictions for suboptimal cytoreduction and for G3-5 morbidity were elaborated by multivariate analysis, using the logisticregression model. Clinical factors were selected as covariates when P values were less than 0.10 on univariate analysis. Using backward stepwise selection, independent factors were analyzed, for which the cutoff P value was set at 0.10 and the significance level for selection and staying was 0.05. The probability of event was calculated, which was adjusted with independent risk factors of incomplete cytoreduction or G3-5 morbidity from the logistic regression model. Discrimination was measured by the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (area under the curve), 27 with values of 0.5 representing no discrimination and 1.0 representing perfect discrimination. Model fitness was assessed by the Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit decile-based test, 28 with P > 0.05 indicating acceptable fit.
When creating the RA-SPRT curve, each case was plotted in sequence along the x axis. When a success occurred (no G3-5 morbidity or optimal cytoreduction), a log-likelihood ratio with risk adjustment (s) was subtracted from the cumulative score. When a failure occurred, the constant 1 − s was added to the cumulative score. Thus, a positive slope in the RA-SPRT line indicated failure, whereas a negative slope indicated success. We set the OR at 1.4 to detect unacceptable increase in the G3-5 morbidity rate, and it was estimated on the basis of the following literature data. The lower major morbidity rate was extracted from the review by Chua et al (28.8%), and the higher from a multicentric experience on PMP (40%). 1, 29 The resulting ratio between these 2 values (40.0/28.8) was approximately 1.4.
We set the OR at 1.8 to detect unacceptable increase in the incomplete cytoreduction rate. Rates of incomplete cytoreduction were extracted from the multicentric study conducted by Glehen et al on PSM (15.3%) patients and from the study by Elias et al on PMP patients (27%). 1, 30 The resulting ratio between these 2 values (27.0/15.3) was approximately 1.8.
After constructing the RA-SPRT curve if the line crossed the upper decision limit (h 1 ) from below, the actual OR for outcome is equal to or higher than the prespecified OR, with the probability of type I error of 0.05. If the line crossed the lower decision limit from above, the actual OR for the outcome being studied is less than the prespecified OR, with the probability of type II error of 0.05. When the line is between h 1 and h 0 , no statistical inference could be made.
The minimum number of operated cases necessary to define the surgeon expert on CRS and HIPEC was estimated as the point in which the curve of cumulative sum of log likelihood ratio crossed the lower control limit (h 0 ) established by RA-SPRT model both for G3-5 morbidity and rates of incomplete cytoreduction.
Evolution of the multidisciplinary perioperative care was assessed analyzing the length of stay in the entire case sequence and in the subgroup presenting G3-5 morbidity, using the moving average (MA) method. Because trends in continuous variables could be obscured by individual outlying values, averaging of previous values filters this variation and accentuates any trend in data collected.
Creating an average of the values that "moves" with the addition of new data results in a "smoothing" of the value action on the variables being analyzed. An MA order of 20 and 50 was used. 31 The applied statistical software was SPSS 18.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL), and the MA method and RA-SPRT model were calculated by Excel version 2003 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA). Statistical significance was set at P < 0.05.
RESULTS

Patient Characteristics in the Entire Series
The mean age was 52.4 years (range: 22-75 years). The male to female ratio was 155:265. The tumor histology distribution was as follows: PM, 31.2%; PMP, 36.9%; ovarian cancer, 12.6%; peritoneal sarcomatosis, 8.1%; peritoneal carcinomatosis from colorectal cancer, 5.0%; peritoneal carcinomatosis from gastric cancer, 2.9%; and other PSM, 3.6%. The mean Charlson Comorbidity Index was 3 (range: 2-7). Eighty-six percent of the cases presented ECOG performance status equal to 0, and 63% presented PSS less than 2. The mean BMI was 25 (range: 16-41), and the mean preoperative serum albumin level was 4.1 g/dL (range: 2.0-5.7). The mean number of peritonectomy procedures per patient was 7.2 (range: 0-15). The mean operating time was 563 minutes (range: 250-1320), and optimal cytoreduction was achieved in 89.7% of the cases. The mean length of stay was 22 days (range: 7-101). For further details of patients' clinicopathological characteristics and short-term surgical outcome, see Table 2 .
Rates of G3-5 morbidity, G3-5 systemic toxicity, and PRM were 28.5%, 4.8%, and 2.1%, respectively. The most common G3-5 surgical complications were gastrointestinal anastomotic 
Incomplete Cytoreduction
We performed the risk assessment for incomplete cytoreduction and the univariate analysis identified the following variables: performance status (ECOG) equal to 0, previous systemic chemotherapy, PCI more than 20, mean number of peritonectomy procedures, operating time more than 600 minutes, and subgroups of case sequence.
Then we performed the multivariate analysis using the logistic regression model which identified ECOG performance status equal to 0 [OR = 0.37; 95% confidence interval (CI), 0.17-0.79; P = 0.010], PCI >20 (OR = 3.68; 95% CI, 1.72-7.87; P = 0.001), PM histology (OR = 2.34; 95% CI, 1.10-4.96; P = 0.027), previous systemic chemotherapy (OR = 2.54; 95% CI, 1.24-5.20; P = 0.011), and subgroups of case sequence (OR = 0.81; 95% CI, 0.66-0.99; P = 0.042) as independent risk factors for incomplete cytoreduction (Table 3) .
Model evaluation resulted in a Hosmer-Lemeshow goodnessof-fit value of 12.53 (P = 0.129), indicating a good fit. The area under the receiver-operating characteristic curve in the logistic regression model was 0.83 (95% CI, 0.77-0.89), indicating that the model was adequate for discrimination (ie, the ability to assign the correct probability of outcome, eg, the ability to assign the higher probability of incomplete cytoreduction to patients who actually present cc-2/3). Figure 1A shows the RA-SPRT chart for incomplete cytoreduction. The curve started presenting a positive slope (increase in the rates of cc-2/3) up to the case 31 (point A) and started decreasing after having crossed the upper boundary for unacceptable OR of incomplete cytoreduction (h 1 : 5.2). Then it assumed a consistent negative FIGURE 1. The x axis represents operation number, not calendar time. The y axis represents a cumulative score resultant from calculation involving risk-adjusted log likelihood ratios. h0: lower boundary of control limit; h1: upper boundary of control limit. The lower boundaries were surpassed by the RA-SPRT plots at the 137th (A) and 149th (B) cases, respectively, for incomplete cytoreduction and G3-5 morbidities. A, Incomplete cytoreduction rates (RA-SPRT). B, G3-5 postoperative morbidity rates (RA-SPRT). B) . This point could be considered the breaking one at which the actual OR for incomplete cytoreduction is less than the prespecified OR of 1.8, with a probability of type II error of 0.05.
G3-5 Morbidity
We started identifying the clinicopathological variables with a statistically significant association with this adverse event by univariate analysis: age older than 52 years, performance status (ECOG) equal to 0, PCI more than 20, bowel anastomosis, mean number of peritonectomy procedures, dose of HIPEC CDDP more than 240 mg, operating time more than 600 minutes, and subgroups of case sequence.
Then we performed the multivariate analysis using the logistic regression model which identified age older than 52 years (OR = 1.95; 95% CI, 1.18-3.23; P = 0.009), preoperative serum albumin level less than 3.5 g/dL (OR = 2.22; 95% CI, 1.14-4.32; P = 0.019), PCI more than 20 (OR = 2.20; 95% CI, 1.33-3.62; P = 0.002), HIPEC drug schedule (CDDP and Dx) (OR = 1.84; 95% CI, 1.09-3.08; P = 0.022), dose of HIPEC CDDP more than 240 mg (OR = 4.09; 95% CI, 2.05-8.13, P < 0.0001), and operating time more than 600 minutes (OR = 1.79; 95% CI, 1.08-2.99; P = 0.025) as independent risk factors for G3-5 morbidity (Table 3) .
Model evaluation resulted in a Hosmer-Lemeshow goodnessof-fit value of 6.72 (P = 0.57), indicating a good fit. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve in the logistic regression model was 0.73 (95% CI, 0.68-0.78), indicating that the model was adequate for discrimination. Figure 1B shows the RA-SPRT chart for G3-5 morbidity. After an initial phase of fluctuation, the curve assumed a negative slope from the case 51 (point A) down to the case 101 (point B). The curve fluctuated again, before crossing the inferior boundary (h 0 = -8.9) at point C, which corresponded to case 149. Point C could be considered the cutoff at which the actual OR for G3-5 morbidity is less than the prespecified OR of 1.4 with a probability of type II error of 0.05. At no time did the G3-5 morbidity rate breach the unacceptable threshold (h 1 = 8.9).
The clinicopathological variables, G3-5 morbidity, and rates of incomplete cytoreduction were analyzed regarding their distribution along the consecutive subgroups of case sequence (Table 4) .
Evolution of the Multidisciplinary Perioperative Care
Analysis of the MA of length of stay revealed that this parameter gradually decreased along the case sequence from 19 days to 16 days ( Fig. 2A) . Two peaks are evident: the first at the 146th case and the second at the 368th case.
Taking into account that length of stay is a direct function of postoperative morbidity, we calculated the MA of this parameter in the subgroup of patients who presented a major complication after the procedure (Fig. 2B) . We observed that the MA of length of stay decreased gradually from 37 days down to 17 days (64th complicated case) and then assumed a positive slope, reaching a steady state, around 30 days, from the 80th until the last case.
The Cutoff Point of Learning Curve
Taking into account the RA-SPRT for rates of G3-5 and incomplete cytoreduction, we estimated that the cutoff point for acquisition of proficiency in CRS and HIPEC is between 137 and 149 cases (∼140 cases).
DISCUSSION
Our results suggest that approximately 140 cases are necessary for the surgeon to become an expert in CRS and HIPEC for the management of PSM. This cutoff is reproducible as was estimated, using a formal statistical tool (RA-SPRT). The learning curve was analyzed in a relatively large case mix of patients affected by PSM, which encompasses a large variety of tumor histologies. Moreover, all cases were operated by the same surgical team guided by the same principal operator (D.M.).
SPRT has been used for monitoring surgical outcomes and enables surgeons to follow their performance longitudinally against predetermined limits. Because it controls statistically for random variation if a surgeon has 5 major postoperative morbidities within the first 10 cases, it does not lead to an automatic "unacceptable" level as a simple event graph would. By monitoring patient outcomes in a continuous manner, surgeons will be warned if their results are breaching above their predetermined target values. SPRT has begun to be widely used in surgery to monitor postoperative binary outcomes, such as mortality rates. 15, 32 Few articles have addressed the issue of learning curve for CRS and HIPEC. 11, 13, 14 In a recently published review on the issue, Moradi and Esquivel 12 have pointed to a trend of better outcomes among almost all variables as the surgical team gains more experience with the operation. However, the data were extracted from very heterogeneous patient populations, through nonreproducible statistical tests, hampering any attempt of generalization or comparability of results among the different centers' experiences. The majority of the studies used simple graphs, with arbitrary splitting of the data into groups. Most of these studies performed only univariate analysis, usually without tests for trends. Multivariate techniques were used only in 2 studies, and neither of them used statistical process control tests.
The arbitrarily splitting method to find the cutoff point of the learning curve, if applied to our case sequence, would have generated contradictory results. We observed that the distribution of G3-5 morbidity rates along the subgroups of case sequence presented a progressive increase up to the 350th case, despite the expected progressive accumulation of experience (Table 4) . A hypothetical analysis of learning curve, in this case, taking into account only the G3-5 morbidity rate, would falsely lead to the conclusion that the surgical team presented a progressive deterioration of performance until the 350th case and that the learning curve was not overcome until that point. This apparent conundrum could be cleared using the risk-adjustment technique.
In most surgical contexts, the risk of morbidity estimated preoperatively will vary considerably from patient to patient. An adjustment for prior risk is critical to ensure that morbidity rates that seem unusual and arise from differences in patient mix are not erroneously attributed to the surgeon. Some cases are so complex that the probability of adverse event is high even in the best surgical hands. Adjustment of SPRT based on prior risk can be done by adapting the magnitude of the score estimating the patient's surgical risk.
The RA-SPRT plot gives a visual representation on whether the cumulative events are above or below the predicted cumulative events, taking into account the expected risk associated with a particular case. For example, if we consider the RA-SPRT for each patient, the probability for outcome (incomplete cytoreduction or G3-5 morbidity) is determined by the logistic regression model, which, in turn, determines the entity by which the graph ascends or descends. For every successful case performed (complete cytoreduction or uneventful postoperative period), the graph descends and for every case that presented an incomplete cytoreduction or major morbidity, the graph ascends. The "penalty" in the case of unfavorable outcome in lowrisk patients is substantially higher than that assigned in the case of unfavorable outcome emerging in high-risk case. There have been only some reports that have assessed learning curves for surgical intervention with risk-adjusted statistical process control test. 33, 34 The RA-SPRT for G3-5 morbidity demonstrated a negative slope from case 51 to 101 as an expression of an improvement in the surgical performance (Fig. 1B) . Then, the curve suffered a positive inflection and fluctuated up to case 134. A definitive descending pattern reappears after that point and breaches the lower decision limit at the 149th case. The curve would have reached the lower boundary some cases before the 149th case if the positive inflection at the 101st case had not succeeded. A possible explanation to this delay in the definition of cutoff point could be found by a careful analysis of the data in Table 4 . The proportion of PMP and PM in the first 100 cases is significantly lower than in the successive subgroup (24% from the 51st to 100th case, and 62% in the 101st to 150th case).
In fact, from the year 2000, the PSM program of our institute changed its policy and shifted the allocation of its resources from ovarian cancer, gastrointestinal cancer, and peritoneal sarcomatosis to the treatment of rare diseases, namely, PM and PMP. Although these entities are associated with higher G3-5 morbidity with a borderline significance (P = 0.080, Table 3 ), they could represent an indirect surrogate marker for major complication as they usually present a more widespread disease at diagnosis and require more aggressive surgeries. Approaching PM and PMP, the surgical team had to "reset" the learning process causing a positive inflection in the SPRT curve. Improvement in the performance reemerged from the case 116 and the cutoff point was overcome at the 149th case.
The second parameter employed to evaluate the learning curve was the rates of incomplete cytoreduction, which is a function of 2 major factors: preoperative selection of resectable cases and ability of the surgeon to cytoreduce. Rates of cc-2/3 could eventually increase when the surgeon indicates the procedure to treat a case that he is unable to completely cytoreduce. Both capacities, (correct selection of the case and technical proficiency to obtain optimal RD) are expected to improve along the case sequence. Thus, cases deemed unresectable in the beginning of the study could be reclassified as resectable by the same surgeon once he had completed the learning curve. Similarly, cases classified cytoreducible preoperatively in the beginning of the study period could be reclassified as not eligible if evaluated by the same surgeon after the acquisition of proficiency in the combined treatment.
Accordingly, the RA-SPRT revealed an initial increase in the rates of cc-2/3 up to case 31, when the unacceptable upper boundary was surpassed (Fig. 1A) . At that moment, due to inability to correctly indicate the procedure or due to inability to cytoreduce completely, the rates of cases with gross RD increased so that the actual OR for incomplete cytoreduction is equal to or higher than the prespecified OR equal to 1.8. From the 32nd case, the rates of successful surgeries gradually increased and the learning curve, assuming a descending feature, crossed the lower boundary at 137th case. At that point, the actual OR for incomplete cytoreduction was less than the prespecified OR of 1.8 and the surgeon acquired the proficiency to adequately cytoreduce PSM.
Patient selection is of utmost importance to ensure maximal oncologic results. In our study, the level of operability was maintained relatively stable throughout the case sequence on the basis of patients' clinical conditions. In general, cases were characterized by good ECOG performance status (84% PS = 0), good nutritional status (mean BMI = 25 kg/m 2 , mean preoperative serum albumin = 4.1 g/dL), and low Charlson Comorbidity Index (mean = 3.2). This trend was maintained along the case sequence (Table 4) . Smeenk et al conducted a study on 390 cases of PMP and PSM from colorectal cancer. 13 They observed that the complexity of the cases decreased progressively along their series and attributed such tendency to an improvement in patient selection as part of learning process. 13 In our case sequence, rather than a gradual decrease in the rates of high-risk cases, we observed a progressive expansion in the indication of the procedure with the inclusion of more complex cases, up to 350 cases, as outlined in the Table 4 . This does not mean that the surgical team presented a decrease in their capacity to indicate the procedure along the case sequence. Although a patient with PSM from colorectal cancer with limited PCI is considered the best candidate for the combined treatment, the same does not hold true for PM and PMP. The extension of peritoneal carcinomatosis (PCI >20) in PM and PMP is not an exclusion criteria for the combined procedure.
After having crossed the inferior h 0 boundary, the curve continued to decrease until the 240th case. Then, it initiated to present a gradual positive slope, reaching a peak in the 350th case. This ascending behavior, represented a progressive increase in G3-5 morbidity rate (Table 4) , which in any case did not breach the upper boundary h 1 of unacceptable G3-5 morbidity rate. This finding seems unexpected as once the surgical team has overcome the learning process, the SPRT curve is intuitively not expected to assume a positive slope any longer. These apparent contradictions could be attributed to the gradual shift toward more complex procedures and the concentration of high-risk patients in the later part of the series as the experience and confidence of the surgical team grew.
In fact, as outlined in Table 4 , patients pertaining to the seventh period presented the highest G3-5 morbidity rate with respect to other subgroups of case sequence and were characterized by diseases with higher PCI that required more aggressive surgeries, with more visceral resections, and more anastomosis. Similar findings have been noted in previous studies that addressed other types of surgical interventions. Laparoscopic surgeons, after completing the learning phase, tend to be more liberal in their case selection and are more willing to approach high risk, challenging cases, leading to an apparent rise in the complication rates. 34, 35 Learning curve is a multidimensional concept that comprises several aspects such as patient selection for the procedure, mastering of surgical technique, and maturation of multidisciplinary team responsible for the perioperative care of the patient. The learning curve assessment is complex and should consider not only the short-term surgical outcomes (postoperative adverse event, length of stay) but also the oncologic results, such as disease recurrence and survival rates. 12, 13 To evaluate the effects on oncologic results, taking into account a case sequence composed by several histologies (characterized by a wide range of prognostic profiles), we had to elect the completeness of cytoreduction as an end point to construct the RA-SPRT. The RD is universally accepted as a surrogate marker of survival in all types of PSM. A more detailed assessment of oncologic outcome as a parameter of improvement of surgical performance would require a separate analysis of each tumor type, one by one, and this could be a topic for a future study.
Our study presents some methodological limitations. The composition of case sequence characterized by a high prevalence of PM and PMP (with respect to other forms of PSM) hampers applicability of our results in the analysis of other centers without experience in these malignancies. PM and PMP are very rare diseases with estimated incidences ranging from 0.5 to 3 cases per million per year. 36, 37 Further separate analysis of learning curve for PM or PMP, or excluding them from the case mix, could be a reasonable strategy. A more homogeneous case mix in terms of risk profile could eventually provide more consistent results due to improvement of the risk models in predicting the outcomes.
Another limitation of the study is represented by imperfection of risk adjustment for G3-5 morbidity. The natural impossibility to contemplate all possible confounding factors conditions the risk Copyright © 2012 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins. Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited.
modeling. Several parameters, especially those related to perioperative care, were not included in our multivariate analysis.
In fact, the long study period encompasses different phases of perioperative care evolution concerning anesthesiological approach, nutritional support technology, and rehabilitation interventions. All these aspects may have exerted a positive effect on the prevention of G3-5 morbidity and the correlated parameters are unfortunately not retrievable due to the retrospective nature of the data. Nevertheless, the multidisciplinary team responsible for the perioperative care presented a continuous improvement translated by a gradual reduction of lengths of stay both in the group presenting G3-5 morbidity and in the entire series (Figs. 2A, B) .
Another critical aspect to consider in our data before any attempt of generalization is that related to tutoring. The principal surgeon in our group has set up the PSM program in the early 1990s, after having accomplished fellowship periods in referral centers located in United States and France. The operations started and continued to be performed in our institute without the presence of a more experienced surgeon in peritonectomy procedures. The absence of a tutor at least in the early phase of the PSM program could have implied a delay in the achievement of proficiency in CRS plus HIPEC. In our study, 140 procedures (performed over 7 years) were necessary to ensure expertise in the combined treatment. A well-structured training program including a proficient surgeon tutoring could be crucial to enable the accomplishment of the learning process in a more acceptable time frame. To test such a hypothesis, a similar analysis in a more extensive multi-institutional case sequence would be advisable.
To conclude, using a reproducible statistical technique (SPRT) and taking into account the risk profile of the cases for G3-5 morbidity and rates of incomplete cytoreduction, the gaining of expertise in the surgical management of PSM requires the performance of at least 140 CRS and HIPEC procedures. The plurifactorial nature of the issue warrants further studies to clarify the role of single factor (patient selection vs mastering of the technique vs maturation of multidisciplinary correlated team) and its complex relationship. We hope that these results could be of assistance in setting up accreditation systems for PSM units in the future.
